
COMPILE A SET OF RECENT ADS THAT ATTEMPT TO LINK

CONSUMPTION OF A PRODUCT WITH A SPECIFIC LIFESTYLE

Compile a set of recent ads that attempt to link consumption of a product with a specific lifestyle. How does a marketer
usually accomplish this goal?.

Trademark - Legal production against copycats of a brand. Trading up - When a company known for selling
low-priced products offers higher-priced products for sale. Basing-point pricing - One or more geographic
locations are established from which the rate that a buyer is charged is calculated. Single-line wholesaler - A
full-service wholesaler that carries only one or two product lines. Push strategy - A promotional strategy
intended to push products through the distribution system and present them to consumers. Doing so can make
passers-by stop and pay attention. Transfer price - The price at which a good or resource is transferred from
one enterprise strategic business unit to another within the firm. Check out what Peridot Decorative
Homeware is doing. It looks cleaner than putting hashtags in the caption. Unit pricing - Pricing that is based
on a standard measure of quantity. See if you can do something similar for your Facebook presence. The best
thing to do is test different advertising solutions, then keep track of your metrics e. Uniform delivered pricing -
The same price level is quoted to all buyers regardless of their location. Slice-of-life advertising - An
advertising message that portrays consumers in situations similar to their perceptions of their own lifestyles.
Marketing research - A systematic and objective approach to developing and providing information for
decision making regarding a specific marketing problem. Demographic, Psychographic and Behavioristic: The
primary vehicles to obtain this information are surveys and focus groups. Also, consider telling stories with
your displays. Brand - An identification name, symbol, etc. Pinterest has the added edge of being a platform
people specifically go to conduct research before they purchase something. These are the most
consumer-centric networks, making them ideal for merchants. Consumer panel - A group of consumers who
provide information about a product and its attributes. Agent - An intermediary who does not take title to
merchandise but facilitates exchanges by bringing buyers and sellers together. Consumer market - A market
dominated as consumers as buyers. Focus groups, on the other hand, attempt to get an understanding of a
specific market segment by questioning eight to 12 members of that group to discover what psychographic and
behavioristic factors might motivate the entire group. Truck wholesaler - A limited-service wholesaler that
specializes in selling and delivery services. Laggards - Consumers who are strongly oriented toward existing
products and are the last buyers of a new product. Inelastic demand - When a percentage change in price
results in a smaller percentage change in quantity demanded. Every buyer in a zone is charged the base price
plus the standard freight rate for that zone. Selling agent - An individual who is responsible for all of the
marketing activities for a manufacturer. Value proposition - How a product will provide value to its customers.
You need to create a clear brand aesthetic so when people visit your profile, they get a quick idea of who your
brand is. Specialty-line retailer - A limited-line retailer that carries only one or two product lines, but offers
substantial depth and expertise in those lines. Marketing intelligence system - Activities for monitoring the
external environment for emerging trends. Intermediary - An independent or corporate-owned business that
helps move products from the producer to the ultimate consumer. Selective demand advertising - Advertising
in which the marketer attempts to create awareness of, and provide information about, a specific brand.
Descriptive label - Describes the important attributes of a product. Pricing strategies market based --
Approaches to setting prices based on the willingness of the buyer to purchase the product. Target marketing -
A market segment is identified and marketing activities are focused on the segment. Advertising platform -
The product attributes and issues conveyed in an advertising message to the target audience.


